Foreman - Refactor #30085

interval middleware should not pass action to the next middleware when stopping the interval

06/10/2020 08:28 AM - Ron Lavi

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Ron Lavi
Category: JavaScript stack


Triaged: No

Fixed in Releases: 2.2.0

Description

Related issues:
Related to Katello - Bug #30242: Error: There is already an interval running ...

Duplicate

Associated revisions

Revision 9582dab6 - 06/23/2020 12:48 PM - Ron Lavi
Fixes #30085 - return on interval middleware stop

Revision d3608094 - 06/28/2020 09:06 AM - Ron Lavi
Refs #30085 - pass stop_interval action to reducer

Last refactor did fix the severals warnings we got but the action actually should not be stopped in the middleware in order of the reducer to update the state correctly removing that interval key from state.

History

#1 - 06/10/2020 08:39 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7738 added

#2 - 06/23/2020 12:48 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.2.0 added

#3 - 06/23/2020 01:01 PM - Ron Lavi
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 9582dab67f08e096abf1e5ee62b9d890f551ac95.

#4 - 06/24/2020 12:36 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7771 added
#5 - 07/01/2020 05:15 PM - Jonathon Turel
- Related to Bug #30242: Error: There is already an interval running and registered for: SUBSCRIPTIONS_TASK_SEARCH added

#6 - 08/12/2020 11:38 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Category set to JavaScript stack

#7 - 09/10/2020 05:04 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7975 added